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Growing up, kids often hear from their parents to shoot for the stars when thinking of their futures. Most kids do so by taking the
college route and after graduation are hired on to begin moving through the ranks of their chosen company. College prepares you for
what it can, while the company you are hired to allow you to further your knowledge. However, only time can prepare you for moving so
far up in a company that you oversee an entire section of several departments. Being a business owner, you can relate to this scenario,
as you own the entire company. For Chris Johnson, being promoted to Chief Technology Officer (CTO) at Scentsy, had him thinking about
the most efficient way to prepare him for his new role. To accelerate his learning, he began reaching out to his connections in the
consulting industry.
Chris Johnson began his career at Scentsy twelve years ago as a Software Development Manager and has moved through the company
ever since. Scentsy, a home fragrance company, was founded by couple Orville and Heidi Thompson in 2004. Their mission is “to bring
value to the world by providing an industry-leading, family-friendly business opportunity selling creative, artistic, high-quality products
that Warm the Heart, Enliven the Sense and Inspire the Soul”.
Three years ago, Chris Johnson found himself slated as the successor for the Scentsy, CTO position. He was given a six to nine-month
transition period before he was to be the man in charge of informational technology. Upon receiving his promotion, Chris knew that he
would need help to fill gaps or deficiencies in his knowledge base and would do so by finding a coach. He had few criteria but was open
to different options, i.e. a previous CTO, an established executive coach, someone with broad leadership and organizational skills, or
someone that could navigate business politics. Chris met with a few other leads but ultimately chose Allison, knowing she was a great fit!
For Chris, moving into the position of CTO was a dream come early. He remembers telling his wife six years ago, “by the time I reach 40, I
want to be a CTO at a large enterprise company”. At age 38, he was promoted at Scentsy. While eager to take the position, he knew there
was a member on his established team that was also rooting for the position. This unintentional leapfrog moment caused immediate
friction in the workplace for Chris and his teammate. Knowing this and not wanting to lose his team member, he brought it to the
attention of Allison. Allison and Chris developed a plan to improve this relationship. Within six months of following through, the
relationship between Chris and his teammate boasted high levels of trust and companionship.

CLIENT INTRODUCTION
It isn’t typical of Scentsy to outsource needed training, so in order to hire Allison, Chris had to get approval from his higher-ups and
show them the value of having Deliberate Directions coach him and his team. Allison met with both the President of Scentsy and the
Chief Human Resources Officer and was shortly thereafter granted approval. Thus beginning the Business Executive Coaching with Chris
Johnson.
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COACHING
Chris has grown as a leader through Allison’s coaching from all angles and dimensions; accountability, goal setting, new year term
challenges, learning to process situations and information, and so much more. Here, we will highlight how Chris has grown in
accountability and emotional intelligence.
ACCOUNTABILITY. For Allison, goals are good, but SMARTER goals are better. (Specific, Measurable, Action-oriented, Realistic, Timed,
Evaluated, and Reviewed). Chris makes sure that he comes to each quarterly coaching session with two to three smarter goals, either
short-term or long. An anonymous quote that Chris often reflects on is “don’t stick with the plan, stick with reality”. So, while some goals
may be consciously decided not to be moved forward with, he remains optimistic. A challenge Chris has had is to follow up on his action
items (the ones established to achieve his goals) coming out of a session. It is a challenge for him because some action items are out of
his area of expertise, or are uncomfortable. Chris has learned to use this as motivation to continue reaching forward and growing as a
leader. Going to coaching sessions, he has to have shown actions or results from his goals, thus keeping him accountable.
PERCEPTION. Allison is a great listener who easily reads between the lines and helps you to see correlations you may not have realized
on your own. Through being led by example, Chris is learning to do this for his team. When Chris started coaching, he would often take
situations from work at face value. As Allison would ‘poke and prod’ throughout the coaching session, he would begin to understand and
see these situations from his employees’ perspectives. This helped Chris build his own emotional intelligence. He uses the onion analogy
to describe this process. “It would peel the onion back to where I got to see that maybe this is why someone is doing what they are
doing” - Chris Johnson. Now, he takes an entirely different approach to solving these problems, and after a proper analysis, he is able to
remediate the situation case by case. This can take the form of an organizational change, a change in the employee's role or
responsibility, having tough conversations, or even through an adjustment with the technology being used.

OUTSTANDING IMPACT

As a leader learns and grows, it’s natural to then want others to grow and learn as well. Chris shares that his next goal for coaching is to
send viable team members to Allison’s office.
INVOLVEMENT. “I want to get more of my team members through Allison’s program” - Chris Johnson. For a variety of different reasons,
whether it is a lack of time or expertise, Chris is prevented from personally coaching his own team. He views Allison’s Business and
Executive Coaching for his team members as a compliment to his own leadership. While Chris can’t have every team member go through
the program, he is able to spot when a leader has an opportunity to step up or maybe to take their performance to the next level. He
describes his team as consisting mostly of really good managers but tending to lack in emotional intelligence, reading a room, being
empathetic, or highly developed communication styles. In a few situations, there is a manager who has a significant gap in knowledge
and needs to bridge that gap in order to be more successful in their current role. Chris is excited for more of his managers to undergo
the program with mentorship from Allison.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
Chris describes Allison as “high energy, passionate, and warm”. He describes Allison’s warmth as her most important quality. He believes
this is the reason that people feel so comfortable sharing and being present in the room with her. Chris was impressed by how well
Allison manages to be a high-energy individual that is also able to listen and gather information quickly. While Chris doesn’t have
coaching experience to compare to, he can admit to how much value he has taken away from coaching that benefits himself, his family,
and his team. You don’t have to be a business owner to invest in yourself. Chris knew there was a gap in his leadership abilities, took
action to learn to fill those gaps, and as a result, he achieved success.

Executive coaching is for anyone. The only
requirement is that you come ready to
learn and grow. Schedule a free strategy
session today.
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